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DEDICATION
It’s nothing at all that I dedicating this book to this friends of mine because of without their
support, I was not alive nor I could complete this book for the audiences, but even for sure I couldn’t
reach my current political position what is not possible for everybody to reach.
To:
Nienie Dare, Ms. Shanon, all of the others who work in CIA
Microsoft, Bill Gates
DOJ (The United States Department of Justice)
USSS (The United States Secret Service)
Professor Stephen Hawking (Cambridge-University-London)
To the soul of Michael Jackson
Henry Alfred Kissinger
Barack Obama
Michelle Obama
Hillary Clinton
Joe Biden
Associated Press
Katsav and Netanyahu and Sharon
Pope
Professor Alireza Salehi Golsefidy (Princeton and UCSD - Departments of Mathematics) and
Majid Rafizade (Harvard)
Faeghe Atashin
Akbar Ganji
Reza Pahlavi
Dear Crina Boros, Robert Gargiulo, John Pilger
My friends in British Embassy in Tehran, Queen Elizabeth and Her Majesty The Queen
COTTIN Martine (France Embassy, Turkey)
DARPA Personals
Mary Yebba
NASA (and my dear friend, the current personal of publics communication there)
IFRC
Interpol
Human Rights Watch

Acknowledgment
Not only is the declassification of secret
information of military and technological advancements
to the public prohibited in New World Order, but also
declassification of the secret history is a great
problem for those who want to write a nonfiction and
valuable book like this.
Here it is, what you don’t know! Where you loved to be and
what you loved to learn! Your brain likes to learn something new,
it is hungry to devour that kind of knowledge that is not like
the ready-to-serve products that a mass marketing company would
have you ingest! The Wall Street walnut, the wan and wine
wandering walrus waltzing wants wanton war warble!
I remember that it was many month ago when I informed the US
President that I like to write a book. I had written to him that
the subject of my book would be relating to the latest US
Presidential Election but because of the many accidents that have
happened since sending these messages, and also because I
received a vast variety of new information, only a very limited
part of this book now is about the 2013 US Presidential Election.

I have been all around hell, all around the Globe. I have
stayed in Russia, places so cold that your very bones inside of
you shriek, so deep inside of its underground city, where you ask
yourself “How is it possible for satellites with their warheads
to track me here?” I have traveled to the Philippines with its
beautiful and tasty confectioneries and its girls, inside the
Manila bars and clubs. And then the Middle East, years ago, in
the dark and fearful deserts along the Esfahan-Tehran highways in
Iran. I recall the sensation of that cold dusty air in my lungs,
but I as my thoughts drift back to those hours, I begin
experiencing a different feeling in that hard and cold situation,
the animal farm nearby, and me, on the run. It’s about 2 AM and I
am in my car. Damn it’s so dark. From the side of the highway I
hear something like a scream but I tell myself it’s no problem,
it’s only a nightmare, a hallucination caused by the
environmental situation of the ecosystem of my current
geographical location. My mother is praying for her son to come
back home soon. But I left her alone. And here, inside my car, I
have only a knife and my secret documents here in my briefcase.
Right now 15/02/2014 I’m in Turkey. Today when I decided to write a
brief memo about a few years of my 12 years cooperation with The White
House and The Central Intelligence Agency and many years of cooperation
with Human Rights Watch (HRW) and IFRC (International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies); a few political leaders of England and
France, agents of NSA (The National Security Agency, who didn’t let me to
submit any information before) and CIA agents and Mossad and Shin Bet
(Shabak) and USSS (The United States Secret Service) and Microsoft and DOJ
(The United States Department of Justice) communicated with me about what
am I started to write now? While Dell and Intel company had some
unidentified and covert communications with me and for sure they and also
the National Institutes of Health ( NIH) also acted behind the scene (Dell,
from when I sent a fax to Princeton University many years ago while for

from when I sent a fax to Princeton University many years ago while for
sure they affect the politics and the events what happens on the Earth)
but writing this book was not such an important complaint for them which
causes that they find me again and ask me about what I am started to write
now, however I had a contact from the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) about what I am started to write now!
This is the first book what I am writing as one of the Secret Agents
of The Central Intelligence Agency and as the honorary decision maker of
President Barack Obama1 (see the footnote).
For sure to maintain security and safety we must keep international secret
information so I don’t have the permission of leaking very top-secret
information what not only going to threaten US security and also going to
weaken our homeland but causes that I lose my security and safety, get
torture and some hidden hands attack me. However, you will learn about
lots of secret information through reading this book. You will learn more
about some parts of my life and also some parts of president Obama’s life,
for those people whom heard my name but they like to gain more knowledge
about me and also about what happened recently in Iran, Israel, England,
Turkey, France, Russia, and the relations and the affections of their
policy on the American’s policy and the relations and the affections of
the American’s policy on their policy and also on their diplomacy; a
limited but a concise part of our private communications. In Chapter 1
(and also in Chapter 3) I started to write about violations against
humanity. In Chapter 2 I going to describe the activities of some of the
enemies of the US president (also, I going to describe you more about the
recent/modern medications, about when somebody gets infected by HIV then
what he must do to heal his self from the viruses, using anti retro-viral
drugs, and also I will describe you about what is
Cardiac & Pulmonary Rehabilitation (CPR)). In Chapter 3 you going to learn
more about secret history and secret technologies, you will see some
secret and classified pictures of underground naval bases and also you
going to learn more about what happened to me. Chapter 4 is about
espionage at most. Chapter 5 is about Communications Security and on-line
(Internet) privacy and also it contains the notes of president Barack
Obama and Chapter 6 is about what will happen in future, Russians
advancements (Aeroflot aerospace technology, etc.) and not only about US
military and technological future plans but also about international
technological plans such as permanent human colony on Mars what you and
your children going to see in future soon, many future plans what you
haven’t seen somewhere else but maybe during the next few month some other
authors use inside of their book for public, later. There are some parts
of the secret history what remained untold forever because of I didn’t
receive any kind of supports (such as political support) by the people who
were living during the current century!

Few month ago while I was a UN Refugee in Turkey2 but I got
sold so I was under attack and I got sleep deprived (as one of
the methods of torture) for a few weeks every nights. One of the
main causes of these kind of tortures on me was only because of
that I informed The White House: “I like to write a book”. Some
people think one political leader of a country, alone, can
maintain the ideal security for them but not only they are wrong
but also every people who work for any political leader or any
agency in a group, the group competitors attack him, sue them
against each other, destroy their relations, then even if you
don’t have any complaint with these competitors they attack you.
CIA agents of the Public Affairs of The Central

CIA agents of the Public Affairs of The Central
Intelligence Agency, like: dear agent Shannon and my lovely
friend agent Nienie Dare decided to give a foreword for this
book but because of the similarity of their foreword with the
contents of my book and while for public it was so hard to
understand so I decided not to write what they gave me about
this book but it was a foreword to describe their love to me
while they liked to say: We caused lots of problems in your
life, also. We are not that much cold and you are aware of that.
Here in Public Affairs mistakes melting down the planet of
people who are not aware. You shall know the truth and the truth
shall make you free. He had his life threatened for completing
this book so that he would dedicate lots of information to you.
CIA told me3 if I write a good book so they (probably) going
to submit my name in The CIA World Fact Book 2035. It’s
interesting that I tell you, as an intelligence cooperator even
when me or my friends are under attack (or harassment, while I
hadn’t any satellite support, I got annoyed by them, etc. What
are not unclassifiable to the people of the current decades)
while everyday it’s like a habit for many private and
governmental companies what I had communication with them before
that they attack the other one, but I rarely attack the
opponents diplomacy. While I have everyday communication with
some security agencies and they track me and they look inside of
my private life but I personally think I am that teenager
student still, who must respect to some limits what is a part of
public life and public culture.

White House
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President Barack Obama Foreword4

When you succeed, America succeeded
I love to dedicate my best wishes for my iend Mr. Ghasemi who fought for humanity. This
nation and the eedom we cherish can, and shall, prevail.
I remember one day you wrote for me “Dear truly winner of the Nobel peace prize”. Here in
America we believe in actions and we like to stop people to act against logic when their mental
system is depressed. When they think about something, we imagine for sure they will do that so we
make a plan to decide about them before they do something wrong but a crying eye of a child can
ruin those actions and plans! I recommend you read this book to ﬁnd out how!
I remember you could not complete your university in Iran and it was necessary for you to
get out of there soon because of some political complaints. There is no diﬀerence about that “am I
black, white or in between?” There is no diﬀerence about that “are you om Iran or om A ica”.
I'm not black, I'm not white, and so what am I?! Inside of the university you studied about the
paradox of Bertrand Russell while the other students were studying it, you studied about what he
did to stand against the nuclear wars, also! America is the country of immigrants so when we win
America wins. Without money and food, because of the cold weather your muscles were shaking
during the night and likewise what you wrote to many organizations “nobody helped you” but you
wrote to The Central Intelligence Agency that “While I Receiving Money From People, To Protect
US Security Even If I Died, I Died for Freedom” so you are symbol of mankind and humanity.
#Spicy sign don’t hat#

USSS Foreword5
From The United States Secret Service:
We are responsible to maintain the author’s security; Whatever the
author going to write not only approved by The United States Secret
Service but also we approve that from the beginning of his activities he
started to work as a security agent.
President Signature:

Endorsed
Major Signature:

Bari Be Har Jehat
During that moment of tima

Chi Begam
Na Dige Pa Misham Inbar

#
@first

The Forewords of Two US Army Members
those who are Imprisoned in Iran
(Descriptions from the author):
There are two members of US-Army who militias and agents of the
regime arrested them, Robert (Bob) Levinson and the other Amir Mirza
Hekmati. They could not see my book but hardly we could make a short topsecret satellite communication with each other before (Because of America
have a limited budget, so I was out of money to try to make them free) as
you can see in my email to The Central Intelligence Agency there is a
little chance for Amir to come back to his family in America, alive; while
I helped Robert more than Amir, so we hope militias set him free (he don’t
fear of death and bravely control his stress and kept his mental situation
prefect). Likewise what I analyzed when I was writing this book they kept
Robert about a desert where salty waters exist around, in a geographical
location about Iran (Middle East). Amir doesn’t have a good emotional
situation and he is imprisoned in Tehran, Iran. Even I wrote an email to
their family to help them but they did not answer me but I asked Interpol
to help him as much as they can.
Few days ago I heard that he (Amir) will come back to his family in
America also, then he told me that I inform people “I will obey whatever
they ask me to do and also there is not any guaranty about that they will
let me get out of the jail.” However I have never met them before
personally!

Robert Foreword6:

When the others were getting closer to arrest me in the hotel, while
I guessed that I am not threatening by violated people and when it was
late, I had a contact from America but as much as they tried to make good
communication privacy so I didn’t understand what they meant. I could not
understand they meant these peoples will arrest me. So who caused that I
am arrested? For me and Amir there is a little chance to see our family
again, now tell me, what have you done to help me? I don’t have a good
situation here but you drift me away.
I couldn’t read this book yet, but reading this book is recommended.

Amir Foreword:

I didn’t receive enough support. I a little got trained in America
then they sent me to Iran. My interview with Iranian governmental-national
TV (IRIB) made my situation worsen about supporting by west. I recommend
reading this book.

IFRC Foreword(Descriptions

from the author):

It was a few days ago that I wrote an email to the
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
then I asked them to give me a hand written foreword (through
sending an email to me) because of I like to submit the foreword
in my book (I wrote, because of what you (the refriger***, etc.)
told me was not so clear for me nor understandable to submit it
(me, myself) in this book so send it to my email address but I
didn’t receive any answer. This is what they told me before to
submit it in my book through a secret communication method:
This book is endorsed.
The author was a beginner medic 7. When he was one of the
novice intelligence cooperators of the US intelligence we were
writing for each other. When he was getting torture then he wrote
for me a message about some kind of information what he told that
he knows about Michael Jackson death tragedy, HAARP (High
Frequency Active Auroral Research Program), HIV (Aids)
widespread, The United Nations members of the Security Council
relations with the New World Order, etc.
We recommend to everybody about that at first they respect to
their own families inside of their own country, then to the
others, also. Love the others all around the globe!
Nowadays lots of satellites surrounded the Earth, they are
sending trash into space, why don’t we send nuclear waste to the
sun! When the author was only a child he was reading about
mathematics and space debris using Internet in Iran, one of the
developing countries in the Middle East!

NSA Foreword8

See the footnote

The contents of this book is the author’s self-opinion but because of
eleven reasons, such as when he was only 14 years old he started his
political activities, at first he selected CIA and The White House to
cooperate with. He was also angry with who attacked America during 11th
the September. Because of that when he was so young, he loved to stand
against Iranian regime’s nuclear advancements and also because of that our
cooperators told that we help him, etc. So the author has the permission
to publish this book.

Introduction
Espionage doesn’t have any meaning for those who are not clever
nor trained, but it’s a beauty dirty play and going to make a
scream like the scream of a pregnant mother behind micro monitor
for who is clever and who is a professional hunted medic like
you. Bestowment bet betide betrayal better betting shop
(Bill Gates note for this book)
My life is full of espionage and political memories because of when I started my political activities and
when I started to fight for freedom of people, I was only 14, a teenager boy. During that moment of time I was
listening to radio news and music which western governments were broadcasting to public in Middle East
against the dictator regimes but I gained a little knowledge about the policy of these regimes; I had not read
some books like The Prince9, Intelligence Analysis: A Target-Centric Approach10, The Road to Serfdom11, I
had not skimmed the texts of Sun Tzu12, etc. I was not an agent and I was a young boy who was not even
investigative like the journalisms at first but a naughty American patriot who tied a headband with American
eagle which was painted on US flag on my head to satisfy my passion to our American dream; then I became
more clever naughty and investigative university student which caused that I got tortured extremely hard.
They sent EMP (electrical shock) on my testis13, I got radiation to my chest and some kind of other
secret harmful radiations to my neck and my backbone and my brain14 but people are not aware of that
the United States has some kind of cooperation with some Islamic regimes.
Likewise what you read at the first paragraph of this introduction, my life is full of espionage and
political memos but I going to write a book which a variety of audience enjoy to read, not a heavy book which
dulls your brain. I got born and grown-up in Iran, traveled to Philippines and Russia then I became a UN
refugee in Turkey. I could write a fiction book15, but I decided to write a nonfiction book and I describe the
realities to researchers who like to learn more about parts of my life and the president Obama’s life, for those
who heard my name but like to gain more knowledge about me and also about what happened recently in
Iran, Israel, England, Turkey, France, Russia, and the relations and the affections of their policy on Americans’
policy and the relations and affections of Americans’ policy on their policy and diplomacy; a limited but a
concise part of our private communications and what we did behind the closed doors to change the course of
the world.
When I was out of money and food and my muscles were shaking during the night because of the cold
weather, like what I wrote to many organizations and also to many governmental agencies “when I ask for job,
people laugh to me.” But during these moments of times US president Barack Obama gave me an honor! CIA
Public Affairs (through a secret and coded conversation) had approved me as an E-5 secret agent (Sergeant)
of US Marine Corps to continue my cooperation (which I started many years ago) with them (with CIA) but it
was for free still. Suddenly (a few month later) they approved me as an O-1 and then an O-2 secret agent
(First-Lieutenant US Marine Corps). It was exactly when some others decided to kill me for what I did before!
Many months passed and I completed writing this book but I was with no home still, my citizenship is delaying
yet and there is a month that I could not take a shower yet! And if the big-brother took care of me not to let
someone torture me using the classified methods of exposure what the governments will describe more about
them during the next decades and during the next centuries, the weaponry systems what a very few nations
began to use them about the 1966 (about 1960-1970 until now), and it facilitated by the UK-USA Security
Agreement and specially the Great Britain and America by foundations what Winston Churchill made inside of
a scientific and technological agreement with our country for us, so I could have a fine situation without stress
and free of fear about the tortures! The big brother is an idiom which at first George Orwell used in his book
“1984”16 to describe top-ranked intelligence commanders and agents who work behind the scenes.

Me (before) and me in Turkey (now)
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